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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this article is to construct and analyze a certain manifold
 . X associated with a generalized Kac]Moody GKM algebra g in the
w x.sense of 2 . We study line bundles on the manifold and the spaces of
global sections of the bundles. In the case of a Kac]Moody algebra, X
w xequals the flag manifold constructed in 4 . So we call the manifold the flag
manifold of the GKM algebra.
The manifold X is constructed in the following way. Making use of the
Ãrepresentation theory of GKM algebras, we first introduce a cone V in a
Ã Ã .  .direct product L L = ??? = L L of formal completions of highest1 m
weight modules with regular dominant integral highest weights, and then
Ã = m .consider the quotient X s Vr C , the flag manifold of g. We see that
ÃV has a manifold structure and that X becomes a smooth manifold,
Ã Ã  ..   ..embedded into P L L = ??? = P L L . In the case where the mod-1 m
ules are of infinite dimension, this space may contain an affine space as a
closed submanifold. In fact, as shown in Proposition 3.8, X gives such an
example.
The foregoing procedure is based on a fact about the group orbit
through the highest weight space in a finite-dimensional irreducible repre-
sentation of a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie group, which was proved
w xby B. Kostant and extended to a Kac]Moody algebra in 9 . Their result
mentions that the orbit coincides with the preceding cone in the case
m s 1. Such extension that we consider the direct product of modules
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instead of one module is required to construct line bundles on the flag
manifold for arbitrary integral weights without using the global group
action. See Section 4 for details.
We obtain some good properties of X like those of the flag manifold of a
Kac]Moody algebra. First, although X is not defined as a homogeneous
space of a group associated with the whole algebra g in fact, as far as we
.know, such a group has not been constructed yet , we can define an
Ã .infinitesimal action of g on X, utilizing the g-actions on L L s. Second, Xi
is decomposed into the disjoint union of affine spaces parametrized by
elements of the Weyl group W, and the closure relations between the
affine spaces are described with the Bruhat ordering on W.
Making use of these properties, we associate a line bundle on X with
each integral weight and determine the space of algebraic global sections
of the bundle. More exactly, we give a condition that the space does not
vanish, and show that, if the space is not zero, it is a generalized Verma
module induced from an irreducible highest weight representation of a
Kac]Moody algebra embedded into g in a canonical manner. This result
is a generalization of the Borel]Weil theorem for the flag manifold of a
Kac]Moody algebra, which gives realizations of a finite dimensional irre-
w xducible representation of the algebra. See 10 , for instance, for the
w xoriginal theorem for a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra, and 7
w xand 8 for a Kac]Moody algebra.
We emphasize that the above properties of the flag manifold of a
Kac]Moody algebra play an important role in the highest weight represen-
tation theory, especially in the proof of the Kazhdan]Lusztig conjecture.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we prepare some basic
facts concerning a generalized Kac]Moody algebra and its highest weight
representations. In Section 2, we define completions of algebras and those
of modules introduced in the previous section. They are used to construct
and analyze the flag manifold in the next section. Section 3 is devoted to
construction of the flag manifold X and to show the above-mentioned good
properties of X. In Section 4, we associate a line bundle on X with each
integral weight. Section 5 is the main part of this article. We give the
nonvanishing condition for the space of algebraic global sections of each
bundle. If the space does not vanish, it is shown to be a generalized Verma
module.
NOTATIONS
We denote by C the field of complex numbers, R the field of real
numbers, and Z the ring of rational integers.
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def . For an ordered set S, F and an element s of S, put S s t g S; t )) s
4s . The subsets S , S , and S are similarly defined.G s F s - s
=  4The symbol M stands for the set M _ 0 for an additive group M.
1. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we summarize basic facts concerning a generalized
Kac]Moody algebra and its highest weight representations. For details,
w xsee 3 for example.
 .Let n be a positive integer, I a set with n-elements, and A s ai j i, jg I
a real matrix indexed by I, satisfying
 .1 a s 2 or F 0,i i
 .2 a F 0 if i / j, and further a g Z if a s 2,i j i j i i
 .3 a s 0 m a s 0.i j ji
In this paper, we further assume that A is symmetrizable, that is, there
exists an n = n invertible real diagonal matrix D such that DA is
symmetric.
Ï .  w x.Let h , P, P be a realization of A over R see 3, Sect. 1.1 . That is,R
Ï 4  4h is a real vector space and P s a ; i g I and P s a ; i g I areÏR i i
linearly independent subsets of hU and h , respectively, which satisfyR R
 .a a s a for all i, j g I. Although the minimality of the dimension ofÏj i i j
 w x.h is required in some texts e.g., 3 , we do not require it because suchR
minimality is not necessary for subsequent arguments. Linear indepen-
Ïdence of P and of P is essential.
 .The generalized Kac]Moody algebra g s g A over R correspondingR R
to the matrix A is the real Lie algebra generated by h and 2n symbolsR
 .e , f i g I under the following relations:i i
 . w x1 h, h9 s 0 for h, h9 g h .R
 . w x  . w x  .2 h, e s a h e , h, f s ya h f , for h g h , i g I.i i i i i i R
 . w x3 e , f s d a for i, j g I.Ïi j i j i
 . w x w x4 e , e s f , f s 0 if a s 0.i j i j i j
 .  .1yai j  .1yai j5 ad e e s ad f f s 0 if a s 2 and i / j.i j i j i i
def .Then g s g A s C m g and h s C m h are the generalizedR R R R
Kac]Moody algebra over C corresponding to the same matrix A and its
Cartan subalgebra, respectively.
From the foregoing relations, an involutive antiautomorphism v : g ªR
g is defined byR
v h s h for h g h , v e s f for i g I. .  .R i i
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We denote by the same symbol v its complex linear extension to g and by
x ¬ x* the antilinear extension.
We use the following standard notations:
U 1
v  .r g h is an element such that r a s a for all i g I,ÏR i i i2
def
v Q s  Z a and l G l9 m l y l9 g Q ,q ig I G 0 i q
v  w x  .  44g s x g g; h, x s a h x for all h g h _ 0 is the root spacea
for a g h*,
v   4 4D s a g h* _ 0 ; g / 0 is the set of roots,a
v D s D l Q is the set of positive roots and n s  g ,q q " a g D " aq
v
re  4I s i g I; a s 2 ,i i
v
re re 4P s a ; i g I is the set of real simple roots,i
Ï re rev  4P s a ; i g I is the set of real simple coroots,Ïi
v
re .  .r : h* 2 l ¬ l y l a a g h* i g I are the simple reflections,Ïi i i
v
re :  .W s r ; i g I ; GL h* is the Weyl group,i
v
re reD s W P is the set of real roots,
v
U re  . 4P s l g h ; l a g Z for all i g I is the set of integral weights,ÏR i
v   . 4P s l g P; l a G 0 for all i g I is the set of dominant integralÏq i
weights,
v
re re .   . 4P I s l g P; l a G 0 for all i g I ,Ïq i
v   . 4P s l g P; l a ) 0 for all i g I is the set of regular domi-Ïqq i
nant integral weights.
Since we have assumed that the matrix A is symmetrizable, there exists
 < .an invariant, symmetric, and nondegenerate bilinear form ? ? on g ,
<g = g 2 x , y ¬ x y g C, .  .
 w x.called a standard invariant bilinear form see 3, Chap. 2 . Thanks to the
 < .invariance, the restriction of ? ? to h is nondegenerate. Hence we can
define a linear isomorphism n of h onto h* by
<n h h9 s h h9 for h , h9 g h . .  .  .
 < .With this isomorphism, a symmetric bilinear form ? ? on h* is defined by
def y1 y1< <a b s n a n b for a , b g h*, .  . .  .
which is W-invariant.
 .We denote by L l the irreducible g-module with highest weight
 .l g h*, and fix a nonzero highest weight vector 1 of L l . There exists al
 < .  .symmetric, nondegenerate bilinear form ? ? on L l , unique subject tol
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the condition
< < <1 1 s 1 and x¨ ¨ 9 s ¨ v x ¨ 9 for all x g g , ¨ , ¨ 9 g L l . .  .  . . . l ll l l
 w x.The latter property is called contra¨ariance see 3, Sect. 9.4 .
 .In the case where l h ; R, we have a nondegenerate Hermitian formR
 < :? ? satisfying the similar propertiesl
 < :  < :  < :1 1 s 1 and x¨ ¨ 9 s ¨ x*¨ 9 for all x g g , ¨ , ¨ 9 g L l . .l l ll l
We also call the last property contravariance. If l is a dominant integral,
 w x.this Hermitian form is positive definite see 3, Chap. 11 .
Let V be a g-module. We call the module V h-diagonalizable if V is
def   .expressed as the sum [ V of the subspaces V s ¨ g V; h¨ s m h ¨m mm g h*
4for all h g h . Each subspace V is called the weight space of weight m,m
def .  4and each element of the set P V s m g h*; V / 0 is a weight of V.m
We denote by P s P V the projection of V onto V . If in addition e andm m m i
 re .f i g I act locally nilpotently, V is called integrable.i
Let V be an h-diagonalizable g-module with finite-dimensional weight
 .spaces. We denote by V * the g-invariant subspace  V * of themg P V . m
 .  .  .g-module Hom V, C . We have V * s V * for any m g h*.C m ym
For an integrable g-module V, an operator r on V is defined byÄi
r ¨ s exp f exp y e exp f ¨ for ¨ g L l , .  .  .  .Äi i i i
 . jwhere exp x s  1rj! x . For w s r r ??? r g W, put w s r r ??? r .Ä Ä Ä ÄjG 0 i i i i i i1 2 j 1 2 j
 .  .  .Then, for any m g P V , it holds that w V s V , and hence P V isÄ m w m .
<W-invariant. Furthermore, w is independent of the expression w s r rÄ V i im 1 2
??? r up to scalar multiples. So we sometimes write w in place of w, unlessÄi j
scalar multiples have a significant meaning.
 .The adjoint representation and the highest weight representation L l
 re .with l g P I are examples of integrable g-modules. In particular, Dq
 .   ..and P l [ P L l are both W-invariant.
 4   i.4For each a g D j 0 , take a basis x of g and the basisa 1F iF dim g aa
  i.4   i.4  < .y of g , which is dual to x with respect to the bilinear form ? ? :a i ya a i
 i. <  j.x y s d for all i , j. .a a i j
For these bases, consider the formal sum called the Casimir operator:
def y1  i.  i.  i.  i.V s 2n r q y x q y x . .   0 0 a a
i agD iq
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 .If V is an h-diagonalizable g-module such that P V is contained in
 .  .l y Q j ??? j l y Q for some l , . . . , l g h*, then V defines1 q m q 1 m
an operator on V. In particular, since highest weight modules and tensor
products of highest weight modules satisfy this condition, V defines
operators on these modules canonically. Furthermore, we have
w xPROPOSITION 1.1 3, Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.6 . The operator V
commutes with the action of g. Moreo¨er, for any l g h*, it holds that
<V¨ s l q 2 r l ¨ for all ¨ g L l . . .
2. FORMAL COMPLETIONS
We first prepare completions of algebras and of modules, and then
define certain groups associated with the completions of algebras. These
groups play key roles to define and analyze the flag manifold in the next
section.
Let w be an element of W and put
Dw s D l w yD , nw s g , . q q q " " a
wagDq
D w s D l wD , n w s g , n w s g , .  .  .Ã q q q " " a " " a
 .agD w .agD w qq
wn s g , wn s g , g swn q h qwn .Ã Ã Ã " " a " " a y q
agwDagwD qq
w  . wClearly, n , n w , and n are subalgebras of g. Further the bracket" " "
w  . w  .products in n resp. g are naturally extended to n resp. g , and theÃ Ã" "
definition of the Lie algebra g is independent of w. We denote by n theÃ Ã "
Lie algebra en , where e is the unity of the Weyl group W.Ã "
w . wFor the enveloping algebra U n of n , puty y
U wn s x g U wn ; ad h x s ya h x for all h g h .  . 4 .  .y yya
for a g wQ .q
w .We see that U n is the direct sum of these subspaces and that eachy
w .space U n is finite dimensional.y ya
Consider the direct product
Ã w wU n s U n . .  .y y ya
agwQq
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w .As in the case of Lie algebras, the multiplications in U n are extendedy
Ã w w w .  .to U n . Further the inclusion n ¨ U n induces a canonical em-y y y
w Ã w .bedding n ¨ U n .Ãy y
 .  .Let V be an integrable g-module such that P V ; l y Q j ??? j1 q
 .l y Q for some l , . . . , l g h*. As before, we consider the directm q 1 m
product of weight spaces of V:
ÃV s V . m
 .mgP V
Ã w Ãw  .xThen the action of g resp. U n on V naturally arises from the actionÃ y
w w .x Vof g resp. U n on V. We denote by the same symbol P s P they m m
Ãprojection of V onto V for m g h* as that of the original space V.m
On direct product spaces, we always consider direct product topologies.
So each of them is regarded as  C as a topological vector space,jg J j
where J is an index set and each C is a copy of C. The topological dual ofj
this space is naturally identified with [ C , and it generates a subalge-jjg J
bra, in the algebra of smooth functions on  C , which is isomorphic tojg J j
w x  .a polynomial ring C x ; j g J with possibly infinitely many indetermi-j
nates x s. We call a function on  C a polynomial function if itj jg J j
belongs to the subalgebra. We further use the terminology ``a polynomial
map'' for a map of a direct product space to another direct product space,
in an obvious manner.
It is quite easy to see that all the operations introduced are polynomial
maps. Moreover, we can show that all the topological Lie algebras wnÃ "
are mutually isomorphic, and that the isomorphisms are given by polyno-
mial maps in the preceding sense.
re Ã Ã .  .  .Let l, l9 g P I . We denote by L l m L l9 the topological tensorq $ $
Ã Ã .  .product of L l [ L l and L l 9 [ L l9 : .  .
defÃ ÃL l m L l9 s L l m L l9 . .  .  .  .lyb l9yb 9 
agQ b , b 9gQq q
bqb 9sa
 .  .If l, l9 g P , the tensor product L l m L l9 has a positive definiteq
 < :contravariant Hermitian form ? ? defined by
def
 < :  < :  < :u m u9 ¨ m ¨ 9 s u u9 ¨ ¨ 9 for u , ¨ g L l , u9, ¨ 9 g L l9 . .  .l l9
Therefore it is completely reducible. It is clear that the irreducible compo-
 .nents are of the form L m9 with m9 g l q l9 y Q and that the ``highest''q
Ã Ã .  .  .one is L l q l9 . Thus we see that L l m L l9 is decomposed into
Ã Ã . g-submodules of the form L m9 with m9 g l q l9 y Q , and that L l qÃ q
.l9 appears as a direct summand with multiplicity 1.
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w Ã w .For each x g n U n , the formal sumsÃy y
jy11 y1 .
j jexp x s x , log 1 q x s x , . j! jjG0 jG1
Ã w .are convergent in U n , and give the bijective correspondencey
expw w w wÃ Ãn U n ¡ 1 q n U n .Ã Ã .  .y y y y
log
Note that these are polynomial maps in the foregoing sense. Hence
w Ã w w Ã w .  .1 q n U n is a Lie group with the Lie algebra n U n . Further,Ã Ãy y y y
thanks to the Campbell]Hausdorff formula, exp wn is a closed LieÃy
w Ã w .subgroup of 1 q n U n .Ãy y
The subgroup exp wn acts on g byÃ Ãy
1def j wAd exp x s ad x for x g n . .  . Ã yj!jG0
Clearly, for each y g g , the composition of the map wn 2 x ¬Ã Ãy
 .Ad exp x y g g and the projection onto each root space is a polynomialÃ
map. In other words, the action of exp wn on g is ``algebraic.'' In theÃ Ãy
w Ã re .  .same sense, the action of exp n on L l is algebraic for any l g P I .Ãy q
3. THE FLAG MANIFOLD
This section is devoted to construction of a smooth manifold realized in
Ã Ã Ã Ã  ..   ..  .  .P L L = ??? = P L L , where L L , . . . , L L are formal comple-1 m 1 m
tions of highest weight modules with regular dominant integral highest
weights L , . . . , L , respectively.1 m
We begin with the case m s 2, which is essential to the general setting.
Let L and L9 be regular dominant integral weights. We define a cone
Ã L ,L9 Ã Ã .  .V in L L = L L9 as
def = =L , L9Ã Ã ÃV s ¨ , ¨ 9 g L L = L L ; .  .  .
Ã Ã Ã¨ m ¨ 9 g L L q L9 ; L L m L L9 . .  .  . 4
Ã L , L9  .Thanks to Proposition 1.1, V equals the set of all pairs ¨ , ¨ 9 which
satisfy the equality
<V ¨ m ¨ 9 s L q L9 q 2 r L q L9 ¨ m ¨ 9 . .  . .
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This equality is equivalent to
<  i.  i.L L9 ¨ m ¨ 9 s x ¨ m y ¨ 9 . 3.1 .  . .  . a a
 4agDj 0 , i
Note that the projection onto each weight space of the sum in the
right-hand side of this equality is expressed as a finite sum, and so the sum
Ã Ã .  .is convergent in L L m L L9 .
We have the following lemma which plays a key role in this paper.
 =. 2  .LEMMA 3.1. The group C = exp n acts on the set ¨ , ¨ 9 gÃy
Ã L , L9  .  . 4V ; P ¨ / 0 and P ¨ 9 / 0 simply transiti¨ ely.L L9
Ã L , L9 X .  .Proof. Let ¨ , ¨ 9 g V . For a g Q , put ¨ s P ¨ and ¨ sq a Lya a
 .  < .  X < X .P ¨ 9 . We may assume that ¨ ¨ s ¨ ¨ s 1.L9ya 0 0 L 0 0 L9
  4 X 4Let b be a minimal element of the set a g Q _ 0 ; ¨ / 0 or ¨ / 0 .q a a
Then we have
P ¨ m ¨ 9 s ¨ m ¨ X q ¨ m ¨ X . .Lq L9yb b 0 0 b
On the other hand, because of the minimality of b ,
P x  i.¨ m y  i.¨ 9 .  .Lq L9yb a a /
a , i
s x  i.¨ m y  i.¨ X .  . a g a byg
a , i , 0FgFb
s x  i.¨ m y  i.¨ X q x  i.¨ m y  i.¨ X . .  . .  .  /a b a 0 a 0 a b
a , i
 .Therefore, thanks to the equality 3.1 , it holds that
< X XL L9 ¨ m ¨ q ¨ m ¨ .  .b 0 0 b
s x  i.¨ m y  i.¨ X q x  i.¨ m y  i.¨ X . .  . .  .  /a b a 0 a 0 a b
a , i
 < .   i..   i..Making use of the fact that m m9 s  m x m9 y for any m, m9 g h*,i 0 0
we have
< X < Xb L9 ¨ m ¨ q L b ¨ m ¨ .  .b 0 0 b
s x  i.¨ m y  i.¨ X q x  i.¨ m y  i.¨ X . .  . .  .  /a b a 0 a 0 a b
a/0, i
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 .  .  .  .Taking the components in L L m L L9 and L L m L L9Ly b L9 L L9yb
of both sides of this equality, we obtain
< X  i.  i. Xb L9 ¨ m ¨ s x ¨ m y ¨ , .  .  .b 0 yb 0 yb b
i
< X  i.  i. XL b ¨ m ¨ s x ¨ m y ¨ . .  .  .0 b b b b 0
i
w  < .  < .Note that b L9 and L b are both positive real numbers, because L
 4 xand L9 are regular dominant and b g Q _ 0 . Then, since the highestq
 .  .weight spaces L L and L L9 are one-dimensional, it holds thatL L9
 i. X  i. X < X X  i.  i. <y ¨ s y ¨ ¨ ¨ , x ¨ s x ¨ ¨ ¨ .  .yb b yb b 0 0 b b b b 0 0L9 L
for all i, and so
1
X X i.  i.<¨ s y ¨ ¨ x ¨ , .b yb b 0 yb 0L9<b L9 . i
1
X X i.  i.<¨ s x ¨ ¨ y ¨ . .b b b 0 b 0L<L b . i
Therefore, we have
1
X X i.  i.<y ¨ ¨ x . yb b 0 ybL9<b L9 . i
1 1
X X i.  j.  j.  i.< <s y x ¨ ¨ y ¨ ¨ x . yb b b 0 b 0 0 ybL /< <b L9 L b .  .i j L9
1 1
X X j.  i.  j.  i.< <s x ¨ ¨ y y ¨ ¨ x .  . b b 0 yb b 0 0 ybL L9< <b L9 L b .  . j i
1 1
X X j.  i.  j. y1  i.< < <s x ¨ ¨ y y n b ¨ ¨ x . .  .   /b b 0 yb b 0 0 ybL L9< <b L9 L b .  . j i
1 1
 j.  i.  j.  i.< < <s x ¨ ¨ L9 b y y x . . .  . b b 0 yb b ybL< <b L9 L b .  . j i
  i. 4   i. 4Since x and y are dual bases, the last sum equalsyb i yb i
 < .   j. < .  j.1r L b  x ¨ ¨ y .j b b 0 L b
Thus we obtain the element
1 1
X X i.  i.  i.  i.< <x s y ¨ ¨ x s x ¨ ¨ y g g .  . 1 yb b 0 yb b b 0 b ybL9 L< <b L9 L b .  .i i
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such that
¨ s x ¨ and ¨ X s x ¨ X .b 1 0 b 1 0
 . .  . .Clearly P exp y x ¨ s 0 and P exp y x ¨ 9 s 0.Ly b 1 L9yb 1
 4Repeating this process, we have a sequence x of root vectors ofm m
negative roots such that the sequences
exp y x exp y x ??? exp y x ¨ 4 .  .  .m my1 1 m
and
exp y x exp y x ??? exp y x ¨ 9 4 .  .  .m my1 1 m
converge to ¨ and ¨ X , respectively. Since the sequence0 0
exp x ??? exp x exp x 4 .  .  .1 my1 m m
is convergent in exp n , we obtain the transitivity of the action.Ãy
 .  . ..Let H x, y [ log exp x exp y be the Campbell]Hausdorff series in
 .  .y1 .x, y g n . Since H yx, y s 0 m x s y and since exp x exp y sÃy
 .exp H yx, y , the simplicity of the action is deduced from the following
fact: for a regular dominant integral weight l and x g n ,Ãy
exp x 1 s 1 m x s 0. . l l
Indeed, if x / 0, we can take a g D which is minimal subject to theq
ad .  . . ad .condition P x / 0. Then P exp x 1 s P x 1 , and this is aa lya l a l
nonzero vector because l is regular dominant. Q.E.D.
For an h-diagonalizable g-module V and an element ¨ of V, put
supp ¨ s m g P V ; P ¨ / 0 . .  . 4def m
Then we have
Ã L , L9 .LEMMA 3.2. For any ¨ , ¨ 9 g V , there exists a unique w g W such
that wL and wL9 are the largest elements of supp ¨ and supp ¨ 9, respecti¨ ely.
Proof. Let m and m9 be arbitrary maximal elements of supp ¨ and
 .  .supp ¨ 9, respectively. Taking the L L m L L9 -components of the bothm m9
 .sides of the equality 3.1 , we have
<  i.  i.L L9 P ¨ m P ¨ 9 s x P ¨ m y P ¨ 9 , .  .  .  .  . .  .m m9 0 m 0 m9
i
 < .  < .and so L L9 s m m9 .
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y1  wThere exists w g W such that w m g P see 3, Corollary 10.1 andq
x. y1 y1Lemma 11.13.1 . Put b s L y w m and b9 s L9 y w m9. Then we have
< < < y1 < y1 < y1 <0 s L L9 y m m9 s L L9 y w m w m9 s b L9 q w m b9 . .  . .  . .  .
 < .  y1 < .Since L9 and wm are both dominant, b L9 and w m b9 are both
 < .  y1 < .nonnegative. Hence b L9 s w m b9 s 0, and so b s 0 because L9 is
regular dominant. Therefore it holds that
< < <0 s L L9 y m m9 s L b9 .  .  .
and that b9 s 0 because L is regular dominant too. Thus we obtain
m s wL and m9 s wL9.
Since L and L9 are both regular, this w is unique. Therefore, m and m9
must be unique maximal elements of supp ¨ and supp ¨ 9, respectively,
because the choice of them were arbitrary. Q.E.D.
Let L , . . . , L be a sequence of regular dominant integral weights. Put1 m
= =¡ Ã Ã¨ , . . . , ¨ g L L = ??? = L L ; ) .  .  .  . 41 m 1 m
def m G 2 , .L , . . . , L ~1 mÃ ÃV s V s
L , L1 1Ã Ã¨ g L L ; ¨ , ¨ g V .  . 41¢ m s 1 , .
 .where the condition ) is
Ã Ã Ã) ¨ m ??? m ¨ g L L q ??? qL ; L L m ??? m L L . .  .  .  .1 m 1 m 1 m
We have
 .  =.mCOROLLARY 3.3. 1 The group C = exp n acts on the setÃy
Ã¨ , . . . , ¨ g V ; P ¨ / 0 for any i .  . 51 m L ii
simply transiti¨ ely.
Ã .  .2 For any ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V , there exists a unique w g W such that1 m
wL , . . . , wL are the largest elements of supp ¨ , . . . , supp ¨ , respecti¨ ely.1 m 1 m
Proof. We prove by an induction on m. The case m s 1 is easily
deduced from the case m s 2, and the case m s 2 has been already
proved.
Ã .Assume that m ) 2 and put L [ L q ??? qL . We have L L1 my1 1
Ã Ã .  .  .m ??? m L L s L L [ U with a submodule U. Let ¨ , . . . , ¨ , ¨my 1 1 my1 m
Ã L1, . . . , L my 1, L mg V . It holds that
Ã¨ m ??? m ¨ s ¨ q u , ¨ g L L , u g U, .1 my1
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and so
¨ m ??? m ¨ m ¨ s ¨ m ¨ q u m ¨ ,1 my1 m m m
Ã Ã Ã¨ m ¨ g L L m L L , u m ¨ g U = L L . .  .  .m m m m
Ã Ã Ã .  .  .Since ¨ m ??? m ¨ g L L q ??? qL ; L L m L L , u must be1 m 1 m m
Ã .equal to 0, that is, ¨ m ??? m ¨ g L L .1 my1
 .1 Simplicity of the action is proved in the same way as Lemma 3.1. If
 .  =.m¨ , . . . , ¨ belongs to the subset in the statement, there exist g g C1 m
 =. 2= exp n and g 9 g C = exp n such thatÃ Ãy y
¨ , . . . , ¨ s g1 , . . . , g1 and .  .1 my1 L L1 my1
¨ m ??? m ¨ , ¨ s g 91 , g 91 .  .1 my1 m L L m
by inductive assumption and the result for the case m s 2. Applying the
Ã Lresult for the case m s 1 to V , we have g s g 9. Hence the action is
transitive.
 .2 By inductive assumption, there exist w g W such that
wL , . . . , wL are the largest elements of supp ¨ , . . . , supp ¨ , re-1 my1 1 my1
 .spectively. Then wL is the largest element of supp ¨ m ??? m ¨ . On1 my1
the other hand, by the result for the case m s 2, there exist w9 g W such
 .that w9L and w9L are the largest elements of supp ¨ m ??? m ¨ andm 1 my1
supp ¨ . In particular wL s w9L. Since L is regular dominant, we havem
w s w9. Q.E.D.
w Ã ÃFor each w g W, define an open subset V of V by
defw Ã ÃV s ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V ; P ¨ / 0 for any i . .  . 51 m wL ii
Thanks to the corollary, it holds that
Ã w Ã .PROPOSITION 3.4. 1 V s D V .w g W
= m w w Ã .  .2 The group C = exp n acts on V simply transiti¨ ely for anyÃy
w g W.
ÃWe consider the complex manifold structure on V such that each open
w Ã = m .  .subset V is diffeomorphic to C = n under the preceding item 2Ãy
Ã w Ãand such that the open covering V s D V is an atlas. Putw g W
def = mÃ  .X s Vr C and call the manifold X the flag manifold of g. We denote
L1, . . . , L m Ãby p s p the natural projection of V onto X.Ã Ã
Let L , . . . , L be a subsequence of L , . . . , L . It is obvious that thej j 1 m1 kÃ Ã Ã Ã .  .  .  .projection of L L = ??? = L L onto L L = ??? = L L induces an1 m j j1 k
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Ã L1, . . . , L m = m Ã L j , . . . , L j = k .  .1 kisomorphism of V r C onto V r C . Thus we see
that the manifold X is independent of the choice of the sequence
L , . . . , L .1 m
Remark 3.5. The manifold X is dependent on the matrix A. In fact, X
1  .  . is P for A s 2 and a complex line C for A s a , a - 0 see Proposi-
.tion 3.8 , while the algebras corresponding to the matrices are both
 .isomorphic to sl C .2
Similarly to the case of Kac]Moody algebras, we obtain the Birkhoff
decomposition of the flag manifold X as follows. For an element w g W,
put
defÃ ÃV s ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V ; wL g supp ¨ ; wL y Q for all i . . 4w 1 m i i i q
First, we have
Ã Ã .THEOREM 3.6. 1 V s @ V .w g W w
= m Ã .  .  .2 The group C = exp n w acts on V simply transiti¨ ely for anyÃy w
w g W.
Ã Ã .3 The closure of V equals the disjoint union @ V with the Bruhatw y G w y
ordering G on W.
 .  .Proof. The assertion 1 follows from Corollary 3.3 2 . For an arbitrary
Ã .  .element ¨ s ¨ , . . . , ¨ of V , put ¨ s P ¨ for 1 F i F m, a g1 m w i, a wL yai
  4 4Q , and let b be a minimal element of a g Q _ 0 ; ¨ / 0 for some i .q q i, a
y1 . y1  . y1Then, since w wL y b s L y w b is a weight of L L , w b musti i i
 .be positive. In particular, g L L s 0 for all i. Hence the sameb i wL i
argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 applies in this case. Thus we see
 .that b g D w and that there exists x g g such that ¨ s x ¨ forq 1 yb i, b 1 i, 0
 .  .all i. Clearly the L L -component of exp y x ¨ equals 0 for all i.i wL yb 1 ii
 .Repeating this process, we have 2 .
 .  .Making use of 2 , we can prove the last assertion 3 in a similar way to
w xthe proof of 1, Theorem 2.11 . Q.E.D.
ÃSince the natural projection p of V onto X is an open mapping, weÃ
have the following.
Ã .  .COROLLARY 3.7. 1 X s @ X with X s p V .Ãw g W w w w
 .  .2 The group exp n w acts on X simply transiti¨ ely for any w g W.Ãy w
 .3 The closure of X coincides with the disjoint union @ X with thew y G w y
Bruhat ordering G on W.
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Let g re be the Kac]Moody algebra constructed from the submatrix
re Ï re .  .  .re rea and the realization h , P , P of a . Puti j i, jg I i j i, jg I
defreQ s Z a ,q 0 i
reigI
defreh w s g w g W , .  ." " a
re  .agQ lD wq q
defren w s g w g W , .  .Ã y ya
re  .agQ lD wq q
defim reQ s Q _ Q ,q q q
defimu s g ,q a
imagQq
defimu s g a .Ã y y
imagQq
Then g re is identified with the subalgebra n re q h q n re of g , wherey q
defre re im im .n s n e . Further, since Q l D is invariant under the W-action, uÃ" " q y
re .  .and n w are subalgebras of n w , and it holds thatÃ Ãy y
n w s u im [ n re w .  .Ã Ã Ãy y y
for any w g W. Therefore, thanks to Corollary 3.7, we have a factorization
of X as follows.
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let x be the unique element ofw
= =
p L L = ??? = L L ; X .  .Ã wL wL /1 m1 m
 re ..for each w g W. Then the subset @ exp n w x is a submanifold ofÃw g W y w
re re w xX and is diffeomorphic to the flag manifold X of g in 4 . Further X is
factored into exp u im and X re :Ãy
X , exp u im = X re .Ãy
Remark 3.9. This proposition mentions that if I re is empty, X is
diffeomorphic to the vector space u im.Ãy
Thus we have an infinitesimal action of the subalgebra u re [ g re on X reÃy
 re w x.as for the action of g , see 4, 5 . We further obtain the infinitesimal
action of g which gives an extension of this action, as follows.Ã
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Ã .Let x g g and ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V . We consider the elementÃ 1 m
Ã Ã .  .  .x¨ , . . . , x¨ g L L = ??? = L L . Thanks to Proposition 3.4, there1 m 1 m
w  X X .  .  .exist w g W, g g exp n , and ¨ , . . . , ¨ g L L = ??? = L LÃy 1 m 1 wL m wL1 mX w  y1 .such that ¨ s g¨ for all i. Take y g n and z g h satisfying Ad g xÃi i y
g y q z qwn . Then we haveq
x¨ s ggy1 xg¨ Xj j
s g y q z ¨ X . j
s Ad g y g¨ X q wL z g¨ X .  .  . . j j
s Ad g y ¨ q wL z ¨ . .  .  . . j j
  .w . .Since the space Ad g n C¨ = ??? = C¨ is canonically identifiedÃy 1 m
Ã .with the tangent space at ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V , the correspondence1 m
x : ¨ , . . . , ¨ ¬ x [ x¨ , . . . , x¨ .  .Ã Ã1 m ¨ , . . . , ¨ . 1 m1 m
Ãis considered as a vector field on V , and the map x ¬ x defines anÃ
Ãinfinitesimal action of g on V .Ã
We define a vector field x on X byÄ
def
x s p# x .Ä Ã Ã .p ¨ , . . . , ¨ . ¨ , . . . , ¨ .Ã 1 m 1 m
 .Clearly x depends only on p ¨ , . . . , ¨ . So we obtain an in-Ä Ãp ¨ , . . . , ¨ . 1 mÃ 1 m
finitesimal action of g on X by x ¬ x.Ã Ä
4. DEFINITION OF LINE BUNDLES
In this section, we associate a line bundle on X with each integral weight
l g P. It is easy to prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a sequence L , . . . , L of regular dominant1 m
integral weights such that L , . . . , L are linearly independent and such that1 m
l g ZL q ??? qZL .1 m
Let L , . . . , L be the sequence in this lemma. Then any element of1 m
 =.m  L1h. L mh..C is expressed in the form e , . . . , e with h g h. Further the
map
m= L h. L h. ylh. =1 mC 2 e , . . . , e ¬ e g C .  .
w =.m xis well defined and belongs to C C .
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Ã Ã L1, . . . , L mWe consider the manifold V s V constructed in the previous
Ãsection, and define an equivalence relation ; in V = C by
¨ , . . . , ¨ , c ; eL1h.¨ , . . . , eL mh.¨ , eylh.c for some h g h . .  .1 m 1 m
defL , . . . , L1 m Ã .  .  .  .Define E l s E l s V = C r; . E l is a smooth line bun-
w w w Ã 4  .dle over X with a trivializing covering X , where X [ p V andÃw g W
each transition function is expressed as a fraction of polynomial functions
in the sense of Section 2.
 .Moreover, we see that the definition of E l is independent of the
choice of the sequence L , . . . , L as follows.1 m
LEMMA 4.2. For another choice LX , . . . , LX , satisfying the conditions in1 m
L
X
1, . . . , L
X
m9 .Lemma 4.1, the bundle E l is canonically isomorphic to
L1, . . . , L m .E l .
L1, . . . , L m . LX1, . . . , LXm9 .Proof. In the case l s 0, E 0 and E 0 are both
isomorphic to a product bundle X = C, and the assertion holds.
Assume that l / 0. By definition, there exist c , . . . , c g Z such that1 m
 .l s c L q ??? qc L . Put L s  c L and L9 s  yc L .1 1 m m c ) 0 i i c - 0 i ii i
If L / 0 and L9 / 0, they are linearly independent, and the maps
mcmc iiÃ Ã ÃL L 2 ¨ ¬ ¨ g L c L ; L L , .  .  . m  mi i i i i ii  /
c G0 i iii
 .m ycmyc . iiÃ Ã ÃL L 2 ¨ ¬ ¨ g L yc L ; L L .  .  .  . m  mi i i i i ii  /
c -0 i iii
L1, . . . , L m . L , L9 .  .m jinduce a diffeomorphism of E l onto E l , where ?
 .means the j-times tensor product of j-copies of ? .
 .In the case where L s 0 resp. L9 s 0 , we also have a canonical
L1, . . . , L m . L9 . w L .xisomorphism of E l onto E l resp. E l .
Therefore, the proof is reduced to the following two cases:
 . X X1 m s m9 s 2 and l s L y L s L y L ;1 2 1 2
 . X2 m s 2, m9 s 1, and l s L y L s L .1 2 1
Both cases can be treated in a similar way, and we describe only the
 .proof for case 1 .
Ã L1, L 2 .Let ¨ , ¨ , c g V = C. Thanks to Proposition 3.4, there exist1 2
w  .  .=  .=w g W, g g exp n , and u , u g L L = L L such that ¨ sÃy 1 2 1 wL 2 wL 11 2
gu and ¨ s gu .1 2 2
X  X .Put L s L q L s L q L . Then we have1 2 1 2
L L s L L m L LX X s L LX X m L L . .  .  .  .  .wL wL wL wLwL 1 2 1 21 2 1 2
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 X X .  X .=  X .= =X XSo, for any u , u g L L = L L , there exists c9 g C such1 2 1 wL 2 wL1 2X X  .that u m u s c9u m u . Let f ¨ , ¨ , c be the equivalence class in1 2 1 2 1 2
L
X
1, L
X
2 .  X X .E l containing gu , gu , c9c .1 2
 Y Y .  X .=  X .=X XFor another pair u , u g L L = L L , there exists h g h1 2 1 wL 2 wL1 1
such that uY s eL
X
1h.uX and uY s eL
X
2h.uX . Then it holds that1 1 2 2
u m uY s eL
X
2h.u m uX1 2 1 2
s eL
X
2h.c9uX m u1 2
s eL
X
2h.c9eyL
X
1h.uY m u1 2
s eylh.c9uY m u1 2
and that
guY , guY , eylh.c9c s eL
X
1h.guX , eL
X
2h.guX , eylh.c9c .  .1 2 1 2
; guX , guX , c9c . .1 2
 .  X X .Hence f ¨ , ¨ , c is independent of the choice of the pair u , u , and1 2 1 2
Ä L1, L 2 LX1, LX2 .  .defines a smooth mapping f of E l onto E l .
X X
L , L L , L1 2 1 2 .  .Define f 9: E l ª E l is the same way as f. Clearly f and f 9
are inverses of each other. Q.E.D.
5. THE SPACES OF GLOBAL SECTIONS
ww x  w  . <w x.For each w g W, we denote by C X resp. C E l the algebra ofX
w w  . <w xpolynomial functions on X resp. E l in the sense of Section 2. LetX
 .L be the space of global sections s of E l which satisfyl
w
w<w xp( s g C X for all w g W , p g C E l . . X
This section is devoted to prove the following theorem.
 .  re .THEOREM 5.1. 1 L / 0 m l g P I .l q
 .  re .   . re ..re im2 If l g P I , then L ( U g m L l * as g-modules.q l Ug qu .q
re . reHere L l is the irreducible g -module with highest weight l g h*.
im re .We let u act trivially on L l .q
 . <eLet M be the space of global sections s of E l which satisfyXl
e
e<w xp( s g C X for all p g C E l . . X
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Then the spaces L and M are identified withl l
Ã w Ãw< w xp: V ª C; p g C V for all w g W andÃV
L h. L h. ylh. 51 mp e ¨ , . . . , e ¨ s e p ¨ , . . . , ¨ for all h g h . .1 m 1 m
and
e Ã L1h. L mh.w xp g C V ; p e ¨ , . . . , e ¨  .1 m
s eylh.p ¨ , . . . , ¨ for all h g h , . 41 m
respectively.
First we have
 . ULEMMA 5.2. 1 M is the Verma module with highest weight l.l
 . U2 If L / 0, then L is a highest weight module with highest weight l.l l
 . wProof. The proof of 1 given here is essentially the same as that of 5,
xProposition 3.6.2 , but somewhat more detailed. Clearly the space of
 .n -invariant vectors in M is one dimensional and coincides with M .y l l yl
So the highest weight space of MU is also one dimensional and equalsl
 U .M .l l
 . U . H   . 4Put V s U g M and V s ¨ g M ; f ¨ s 0 for all f g V . Thenl l l
H  . HV l M s 0. On the other hand, any weight vector in V ofl yl
 .minimal weight is n -invariant while such a vector must belong to M .y l yl
Therefore, V Hs 0 and so V s MU. Hence MU is a highest weight modulel l
with highest weight l.
Furthermore, M is isomorphic to the tensor product of the symmetricl
 .  .  .algebra S n and C yl as an h-module. Here, C yl is the h-moduleq
 .with the base space C and the h-action defined by h1 s yl h 1 for
U  .  .h g h. Hence M ( S n m C l as h-modules, and so the formall y
character of MU equals that of the Verma module with highest weight l.l
 .This completes the proof of 1 .
e Ã ÃSince V is dense in V , the restriction map of L into M is injective,l l
U U  .and so its adjoint map of M to L is surjective. Hence 2 holds. Q.E.D.l l
Let i g I re. For any integrable g-module V with finite-dimensional
weight spaces, the a -string through any weight of V is finite, and so thei
formal sums
1 1
m m m mexp te s t e and exp tf s t f t g C . j j j jm! m!mG0 mG0
define one-parameter groups of continuous operators on the completion
Ã ÃV s  V . Further, for each ¨ g V, the compositions of maps C 2 tmg P V . m
 .  .¬ exp te ¨ and C g t ¬ exp tf ¨ and projections onto weight spacesi i
are polynomial maps.
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Ã Ã Ã .  .It is obvious that these operators on L L = ??? = L L leave V1 m
invariant and that
1 dk
ke p ¨ , . . . , ¨ s p exp y te ¨ , . . . , exp y te ¨ , .  .  . . .i 1 m i 1 i mkk! dt
1 dk
kf p ¨ , . . . , ¨ s p exp y tf ¨ , . . . , exp y tf ¨ .  .  . . .i 1 m i 1 i mkk! dt
Ã .for all p g L , k g Z , and ¨ , . . . , ¨ g V . Moreover, we havel G 0 1 m
LEMMA 5.3. For sufficiently large k g Z , ek p s f k p s 0.G 0 i i
Proof. If L s 0, the assertion is obvious. Assume that L / 0. Then,l l
U  .thanks to the previous lemma, there exists a nonzero element 1 of L .l l yl
Further the set of weight of L is contained in yl q Q , and so f actsl q i
locally nilpotently on L . Hence, to complete the proof, it is enough tol
show that the action of e is also locally nilpotent.i
 .=  .= U <wPut V s L L = ??? = L L and 1 s 1 for w g W. SinceÃVw 1 wL m wL w l1 m
 . <w w  . ww x w .E l ( exp n = C wl and C n ( S n for any w g W, we seeÃ ÃX y y q
<e  . <r r i .that p g S n m 1 and p g S n m 1 .iÃ ÃV Vq e q r i
 . r i . <eLet p9 g S n and p0 g S n be elements such that p s p9 m 1ÃVq q e
< r iand p s p0 m 1 . Then there exist finite subsets F9 ; D , F0 ; r D ,ÃV r q i qi
and N g Z such that1 G 0
p9 g S j g , p0 g S j g .   a a /  /
0FjFN agF 9 0FjFN agF 01 1
  4 Put N s N ? max j g Z ; ya y ja , ya q ja l D / B for some a1 G 0 i i
4g F9 j F0 .
 .   .. .Since n s n r q C f , we have exp n s exp n r exp C f . LetÃ Ã Ã Ãy y i i y y i i
¨ s exp x exp sf ¨ 9 x g n r , s g C, ¨ 9 g V .  .  . .Ãi y i e
e Ãbe an arbitrary element of V . Then, for any t g C, there holds that
exp y te ¨ s exp exp y t ad e x exp y te exp sf ¨ 9. .  .  .  . .i i i i
w  . xNotice that n r is ad e -invariant.Ãy i i
 .If s s 0, we have exp y te ¨ 9 s ¨ 9, and the degree of the polynomiali
 . .  . .  .function C 2 t ¬ p exp y te ¨ s p9 exp y t ad e x 1 ¨ 9 is boundedi i e
by N.
In the case s / 0, it holds that
exp sf ¨ 9 s exp sy1e exp y sy1e exp sf exp y sy1e ¨ 9 .  . .  .  .i i i i i
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 y1 . . y1 .and that ¨ 0 s exp y s e exp sf exp y s e ¨ 9 belongs to V . Sincei i i r ir i  .  .   .n s n r q Ce , we see that exp y te ¨ s exp H exp y t ad e x,Ã Ãy y i i i i
y1 r i Ã . ..  .yt q s e ¨ 0 g V , where H x, y is the Campbell]Hausdorff seriesi
in x, y as before. Hence the degree of the polynomial function
C 2 t ¬ p exp y te ¨ s p0 H exp y t ad e x , yt q sy1 e 1 ¨ 0 .  .  .  . .  . .i i i r i
is also bounded by N.
 k . .  . k k .  . .Thus we have shown that e p ¨ s 1rk! d rdt p exp y te ¨ s 0i i
Ã e Ã Ã kfor all k ) N and ¨ g V . Since V is dense in V , we have e p s 0 for alli
k ) N. Q.E.D.
This lemma implies that L is integrable, and so it holds thatl
L / 0 « l g P I re . .l q
Conversely, we have
 re .LEMMA 5.4. If l g P I , then L / 0.q l
Proof. By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.2, the proof
is reduced to the case where m s 2 and l s L y L .1 2
 . .  .  .In this case, since L s l q L , U s U n 1 m 1 ; L l m L L1 2 y l L 22
is a highest weight module with highest weight L . Let p be the canonical1
 .  .projection of this module onto L L such that p 1 m 1 s 1 .1 l L L2 1
 < :  .  .Define a bilinear form ? ? on L l m L L by2
defX X < : < <¨ m ¨ ¨ 9 m ¨ s ¨ ¨ 9 ? ¨ ¨ .  .Ll2 2 2 2 2
 . X  .  < :for ¨ , ¨ 9 g L l , ¨ , ¨ g L L . Since ? ? is contravariant and the2 2 2
contravariant bilinear form on a highest weight module is unique up to
scalar multiples, we see that
<  < :p u p u9 s u u9 for all u , u9 g U. 5.1 .  .  . . L1
Ã < .  .The bilinear form ? ? is extended to a continuous pairing of L LL 11
 .and L L :1
Ã X X<L L = L L 2 ¨ , ¨ ¬ ¨ ¨ g C. .  .  .  .L1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 < .  < .  < :We consider similar extensions of ? ? , ? ? , and ? ? . Then we haveL l2
 .from 5.1 ,
<  < :p u p u9 s u u9 for all u g U, u9 g U, 5.2 .  .  . . L1
Ã Ã .  .where U is the closure of U in L l m L L .2
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Ã .Let ¨ , ¨ be an arbitrary element of V . By Proposition 3.4, there exist1 2
w  X X .  .=  .=w g W, g g exp n , and ¨ , ¨ g L L = L L such thatÃy 1 2 1 wL 2 wL1 2
 .  X X .  .  .   .¨ , ¨ s g¨ , g¨ . Since U s L l m L L and p L l m1 2 1 2 wL wl 2 wL wl1 2
 . .  .  .  X . XL L s L L , there exists ¨ g L l such that p ¨ m ¨ s ¨ .2 wL 1 wL wl 2 12 1
 X . X  .Then, there holds that p g¨ m g¨ s g¨ and that, thanks to 5.2 ,2 1
 < .  < .  < .g¨ 1 ? ¨ 1 s ¨ 1 . Hence the functionl l 2 L L 1 L L2 2 1 1
<¨ 1 .1 Ldef L1 1U UÃ1 : V 2 ¨ , ¨ ¬ 1 ¨ , ¨ s g C .  .l 1 2 l 1 2 <¨ 1 .2 L L2 2
 .is well defined and belongs to L . Further it is n -invariant. Sincel y
L 2 1U / 0, L / 0. Q.E.D.l l l
 .Proof of Theorem 5.1. The assertion 1 has been already proved.
Thanks to Proposition 3.8, the space of u im-invariant elements of L isÃy l
canonically identified with the space Lre of algebraic global sections ofl
 . < reE l .X
Applying the foregoing lemmas to the special case I s I re, we see that
 re . reL * is the irreducible g -module with highest weight l, because anyl
re  w xintegrable highest weight g -module is irreducible cf. 3, Theorem 10.7 ,
. re refor instance . Hence L is the irreducible g -module with lowest weightl
yl and is embedded into L with multiplicity 1.l
So, replacing weight spaces with irreducible g re-modules, essentially the
 .same argument as in the proof of Lemma 5.2 1 applies in this case and we
 .have the assertion 2 . Q.E.D.
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